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Next meeting: Thursday 9th October at 7pm
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Mountain Creek Conservation Area.
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(‘Uca’ is the scientific name for the Fiddler Crab)

President’s Column
With
Derek Foster

Folks,
I would like to start this column with a thank you to Judy Hewett for stepping into the breach
last month and getting both the minutes of the meeting and the newsletter to you. Judy has
been a hard worker for the Sanctuary for many years and I thank her very much for her
selfless efforts.
As we leave the winter season behind for another year it is heartening to know that we have
done great things yet again. Even though the boardwalk refurbishment meant that we couldn’t
complete our normal strategic plan with dates we still have made great advances this year and
it is heartening to know that the strengths within the group allow us to be flexible, provide a
diverse array of services to the community and overcome obstacles that fall in our way. As I
indicated in my last column change is ever present and with both an open mind, good
camaraderie, and respect for each other we can continue into the twenty five years of
operation.
Yes, that’s right, we have been operating for twenty five years and next year will be the
twenty fifth anniversary of the opening of the Sanctuary!!
Together we have made great strides in the last three years in raising the awareness of the
Sanctuary and the importance of wetlands. I am beginning to compile my President’s Report
for the AGM this year and it is amazing what we have accomplished.
I welcome all the new members that have joined recently and encourage all current members
to respond to Judy’s call for membership. Please rejoin, get a friend to join and contribute to
the preservation of wetlands and all other natural systems by whatever level of involvement
you can and want to do. Just being a member is a great contribution in itself.
Derek Foster

Through the Sanctuary
with
Robyn Howard
At the Sanctuary - September, 2014
The music captivated me. The sounds, the songs, the rhythms.
I had arrived with a specific task in mind and was determined to achieve it. I did succeed, but
I could not close my ears.
There was so much variety – the sweet rising notes of the Golden Whistler followed by lusty
territorial calls; the grating, rasping buzzing of the Spectacled Monarch; the flamboyant songs
of the Brown Honeyeaters; the raucous chattering and screeching of the Rainbow Lorikeets;
the carolling duet of the Australian Magpies; the whispering sounds of the Red-browed
Finches; the soft sound of something hopping through the leaf litter of the forest, then the
tossing of leaves. An explosive whip-crack announced that it was probably the Eastern
Whipbird who was to blame.
The Bar-shouldered Doves constantly called “wucoo, wucoo”, and the choir of Scarlet
Honeyeaters continued their recurring seven note melody. The rollicking chorusing of the Grey
Butcherbirds echoed in the eucalypts, as the Black-faced Cuckoo-shrikes flew overhead with
their distinctive scratchy churring.
In the Melaleuca Forest, the Striped Marsh Frog beat its slow rhythm – “toc . . toc . . toc . . toc
. .” – and something small rustled through the Mangrove Ferns chasing insects. Maybe it was
the White-browed Scrubwrens with
their scolding “clucks”, or even those
sopranos, the Rufous Fantails, but the
insects still were obvious with their
stridulations.
All the while, the sibilant sounds of the
gentle breeze in the leaves of the canopy
made
a
soft
accompaniment.
Harmonious liquid piping from Grey
and Little Shrike-thrushes soothed the
spirit, while the ringing notes of the
Eastern Yellow Robin demanded
attention. The rising “whoop” of the
Brown
Cuckoo-Dove
continued
rhythmically in the background.

Brown Cuckoo-Dove – female

Down near the river, the gentle lapping of the
water was a contrast to the “gunshot crack” of
the Pistol Shrimp from its burrow. The mellow
gurgling “orry-orry-ole” of the Olive-backed
Oriole was most pleasing, while the

Collared Kingfisher – in a casuarina near the
river

“kick…kick………………………………………kick…kick…….” signalled that the Collared
Kingfisher had reclaimed his territory along the river bank.
When I returned later in the month, I
took the time to watch the Major Skink
in the garden, and the Eastern Water
Skink on a fallen casuarina trunk. They
normally disappear as soon as I even
think of my camera, but this fellow, so
well camouflaged, continued to enjoy
the warmth of the sun.

Eastern Water Skink

Closer to the Information Centre, a pair of
Willy Wagtails were feeding their tiny
young in a well-concealed, beautifully
constructed nest.
Willy Wagtail brooding

Incidentally, the Wonga Vine (Pandorea pandorana) is in heavy bloom in the rainforest
canopy, the white flowers easily visible from the concrete walkway.

Wonga Vine (Pandorea pandoranus)

Bird Observers
With
Judy Hewett

Remaining Bird Observers Outings for 2014

19th October at 7am
Mountain Creek Conservation Area.
Park at the Coho Court entrance off Malabar Court off Glenfields Bvd.
UBD Sunshine Coast Map 79 Grid J11
21st DECEMBER at 7am.
Bli Bli area starting at Park Lakes.
Park along Parklakes Drive, Bli Bli.
UBD Sunshine Coast Map 57 Grid N8

MWSSGI Education
With
Katie-Anne Beale

We have had an exciting month with two successful
events.
Firstly there was Bookweek. Deb Wedmaier and Jo
Foster volunteered their time to read to over 150
prep to year fours at Bli Bli State School. They
included a colouring in sheet and a business card as
giveaways to each child. A display of their work,
including pictures from the day, is in the Mangrove Room.
Secondly it was Kids in Action
week. Kids in Action is a
program run through the
Sunshine Coast Council and
involves many schools on the
coast. The theme of the two day
conference is ‘kids teaching
kids’ and the specific topic for
this conference was ‘Our
Coast’. Derek Foster
volunteered his time on
Thursday the 4th to attend and
be a guest speaker at the
conference which had over three
hundred kids. On Friday Derek
was joined by John Tealby and
they ran a workshop on the
Mooloolah River which focused
on estuarine ecosystems and
responsible recreational fishing.
For this workshop they took the
newly painted education trailer
and it worked a treat providing
displays and a place to store
resources.
Coming up in September will be
another two Music Mayhem
workshops that I will be running at

the Botanical Gardens. Our presentations at the last school holiday’s program were very
successful and received great praise from the organisers and others within the Sunshine Coast
Council.
All for now.
Katie
Katie Beale (MWSSGI Education Officer)

Richmond Birdwing Butterfly Vine Planting
Ailsa Watson
An enthusiastic group of people turned up at the meeting spot at the Wetlands on Sunday 7th
September to plant the Richmond Birdwing butterfly vines (pararistolochia praevenosa) on
local government and private land. The vines were all supplied by The Coolum Coast Care
Group who funded it and the volunteers and local landowners intend to maintain and nurture
the vines until the trees provide the structure needed to support them.
One hundred and twenty vines were planted and Coolum Coast care member Jan Crossland
hopes these will add to the corridor required for the butterfly to migrate from Buderim to
Yandina (where there are some).
Thanks to the Council for supplying some of the equipment that was needed. These
butterflies once used to be prevalent on the coast, but with the destruction of their vines due
to development a lot of work is required to repopulate the area. Hopefully this will be a good
start.

Those who attended: Peter Harris, Diana McDonald, Jan Crossland, Fred Furlonger, Cherri
Deutschmann

